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Dear Reader,

Hi, my name is Don Yocham.

I am the head of Private Cannabis Ventures at the National Institute for Cannabis
Investors.

I was brought in by The Institute’s founder Mike Ward to find you the most lucrative
opportunities in the cannabis market.

And today, I’m delivering on that promise.

In fact, I’m thrilled to present you with a special opportunity.

It’s not a stock…

It’s not an IPO…

It’s a private deal recommendation.

One that’s showing a small group of our readers how to get their chance at early-
round shares in one of the hottest startups on the planet.

The shares are being offered for just 50 cents each… but have the power to deliver
the biggest windfalls of your lifetime.
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Our Projection for This Early Round Is That You Could
Make as Much as $350,000 for Every Small Stake You

Invest.

I believe this company is on the verge of becoming a household name across the U.S.
and Canada…

It has just launched an exciting new CBD product that could be on the shelves of
every major retailer in North America… including Walgreens, Target, CVS, 7-11, even
Amazon by sometime next year.

I’m sure you’ve heard of CBD, the cannabis derivative selling like crazy all over the
world.

Well, this tiny company has created a highly sought-after CBD product… one that
could completely upend a $180 billion retail market.

It’s projected to sell 37 million units of this product in the next 24 months alone.

I’m going to give you full details in a moment.

Just know the buzz is already getting out about how amazing this product is.

In Fact, the Tiny Startup Behind It Could Soon Be
Making a Major Announcement…
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An announcement that could be featured all over television… from the Today Show to
FOX Business… to Entertainment Tonight.

You see, this company is working to line up a celebrity endorsement with a superstar
entertainer loved and idolized by millions.

A high-profile endorsement like this could rocket sales… turning this tiny startup from
a tiny $10 million company… to a projected $100 million company in the blink of an
eye.

That means it has the potential to deliver the earliest investors mind-blowing amounts
of money.

Let me be clear…

The Investment Opportunity This Private Company Is
Opening to the Public Could Be Unlike Anything You’ve

Seen Before.

Unless you’re a company insider, venture capitalist, investment firm, or a famous
billion-dollar investor like Peter Thiel…

It’s almost IMPOSSIBLE to see early-round shares at just 50 cents with a highly prized
startup…

So it’s very fortunate that folks like you can have this opportunity.
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And let me tell you…

Nothing compares to the money you can make when you are among the FIRST
investors in an angel deal like this.

When You Invest in an Early Round of a Private
Company, You Can Make Millions of Dollars Even

Before the Company Goes Public.

And CBD is THE ONE sector of the cannabis industry where we’re witnessing some of
the biggest private deal fortunes in recent history.

Look at Canopy Growth.

It just rewarded its earliest-round private investors with 15,236% gains.

Enough to turn $10,000 into more than $1.5 million.

Aurora did better by double, handing its early-round private investors gains of
32,380%.
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That was enough to turn $10,000 into $3.2 million.

And how about Cronos Group?

Those lucky enough to get in on the earliest seed round in Cronos saw the gains of a
lifetime.

I’m talking about a rare and exceptional 281,148%.

With that kind of return, a $10,000 investment would have pocketed you an
astounding $28.1 million!
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Now granted, that’s a truly rare return – one that most people will never see. After all,
private placements are risky – and many do not work out.

But it goes to show that it’s absolutely possible to hit the jackpot…

And if you would like your shot at pocketing life-changing gains like those…

Get ready...

Because What We Have on the Table Right Now Could
Quite Honestly Blow All of Those Gains Away.

This tiny company is launching a new product in an industry that’s been off the charts.

CBD sales are exploding – expected to grow nearly 40-fold from $591 million in
2018… to $22 billion over the next 24 months…

People love taking CBD because it can give them relief from painful inflammation…
sleep deprivation… anxiety… even depression.

It’s made from cannabinoids completely clear of THC, so it doesn’t get you high. 

That’s why right now, CBD oils and tinctures are flying off the shelves. It’s found in
gummies, cookies, chocolates, candy, you name it.

But as big as CBD has already become…

It has one glaring weakness. 
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In its natural form, it tastes bitter. And that could keep people from using it.

That’s what makes this tiny startup company so brilliant…

They Managed to Do the Unthinkable…

They worked with scientists and beverage experts to combine nanoparticles of CBD
with flavored sparkling water…

To create a brand-new CBD beverage that provides all the health benefits of CBD…
while tasting great.

I’ve tried it for myself, and I couldn’t believe it.

It was delicious. And it made me feel good.

Not “high,” because it doesn’t contain any THC.

But I felt calmer and more peaceful – like I had just returned from a vacation at the
beach.

You can try it, too, because…

This CBD Sparkling Water Beverage Is Already on
Shelves Across the Nation.

This company is still a startup… but it’s moving incredibly fast.

It just landed a sweet deal with a Los Angeles-based distributor that gives it access to
2,900 convenience stores throughout Southern California and southern Nevada.

That means… this tiny startup’s CBD beverage will be popping up on the shelves of 7-
11s… Vitamin Shoppe stores… Targets… and large grocery-store chains throughout
this densely populated region…

Putting their product in front of tens of millions of people.

They’re also grabbing up shelf space in stores in Alabama and Virginia.

With this huge distribution push, they’ve placed their product in 100 stores in just two
months’ time…

And they’re adding on average 50 new retailers every month. 
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Plus, They’ve Been Busy Fielding Calls from
Distributors and Retailers Begging to Get These

Products on Their Shelves.

One of these calls came from Albertsons.

Yes, the second-largest grocery store chain in the U.S. contacted them to ask if they
could carry their CBD sparkling water.

You’ll likely start seeing it on their shelves in January.

That’s 2,262 Albertsons stores across the country carrying this breakthrough CBD
product.

When other major retailers see that a well-respected, mass retailer like Albertsons is
selling this CBD drink, we believe many of them will follow suit.

Sales could go through the roof.

This CBD Sparkling Water Is Already in High
Demand… and This Company Has Just Started Getting

It on the Market.

But that doesn’t surprise me one bit.

After all, this tiny startup just created the holy grail of consumer products.

Think about it…

They’ve just combined CBD… the hottest ingredient in the world right now, exploding
all over America…

With a great-tasting beverage.

It’s the One Retail Product That Could Turn Everyday
Folks into Millionaires – Even Billionaires – Practically

Overnight.

Let me show you what I mean.
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I’m sure you’ve heard of Red Bull, the popular energy drink.

Most people don’t realize that this unique beverage came out of nowhere just a few
years ago.

Now it totally dominates the energy-drink market.

Red Bull started from nothing… but today generates over $7 billion in revenue every
year.

In fact, the earliest investors… those who got in on the ground floor… saw historic,
rare, and exceptional returns of 1,999,900%.

That’s almost two million percent! 

Needless to say, those early investors in Red Bull are not just millionaires… they’re
billionaires!

Then there’s Monster.

This drink also came out of the blue and took the world by storm.

The result? Early investors could have pocketed rare 70,000% gains.

That means, had you been “in” on Monster from the beginning, you could have turned
$10,000 into more than $7 million.

Now, comes the next Red Bull… the next Monster…
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But This Time, It’s Not an Energy Drink… It’s the CBD
Sparkling Water I’ve Been Telling You About.

Make no mistake: You could see CBD drinks owning the beverage aisles for the next
decade.

You see, soda is on the way out.

As many as 63% of Americans are actively avoiding drinking the stuff.

People want healthier beverages. So they’re turning to sparkling water in droves…

And it’s paying off in spades for early investors.

Look at what happened with LaCroix, the best-selling sparkling water beverage on the
planet.

Just a few years ago, LaCroix, based out of Wisconsin, was a brand known only to
Midwestern soccer moms.

Today, they rule the U.S. sparkling water market with sales over $800 million, and
market research suggests a 33% market share, more than eightfold higher than
Perrier’s.

In fact, early investors in LaCroix made a fortune, capturing 858% gains – enough to
turn $10,000 into $95,800.
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Look at another tiny sparkling water company named Spindrift.

In just the last two years alone, they’ve seen their revenue rise by 800%.

Overall, sparkling water sales have rocketed from $450 million in 2012 to over $1.58
billion in 2018.

That’s an increase of 251% – making sparkling water one of the fastest-growing
industries in the world.

Even the Giant Soda Companies Are Now Battling 
Each Other for a Piece of This Sparkling Water Boom…
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Coca-Cola just bought a little-known sparkling water company called Topo Chico for
$220 million – three times the company’s sales.

Private investors in Topo Chico made a fortune.

Look at PepsiCo…

They just bought sparkling water maker SodaStream for $3.2 billion. 

Private investors made a boatload on this deal as the valuation soared 60,391%.

And it’s not just regular, everyday sparkling water that is selling like crazy…

Spiked sparkling water is breaking records, too.

Look at White Claw hard seltzer.

Go into a bar… everyone’s drinking it – men and women. 

It’s growing at a triple-digit annual rate since 2016.

Heck, it even outsold Budweiser this year! 

Make no mistake: Early investors in White Claw are becoming rich beyond anything
they could have imagined.

The hard seltzer sector has been blazing hot. And nearly 60% of that market belongs
to White Claw.

Its sales have quadrupled in just the past year – surging from $154.8 million in 2018 to
$627.2 million in 2019.
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That’s why I’m so excited about this new CBD beverage.

If you think sparkling water spiked with alcohol is a big deal…

Wait Until You See the Feeding Frenzy When This New
CBD Beverage Fully Hits the Shelves.

After all, it’s worth repeating…

CBD is the fastest-growing market in the world right now, expected to hit $22 billion
by 2022.

That’ll be an unheard-of 3,622% growth since 2018!

People just can’t get enough of CBD.

And investors are getting rich from it.

Look at CV Sciences.

Early investors in this CBD oil maker could have gotten private shares for as little as
59 cents each…

And scored peak gains of 1,459%.

That’s enough to transform a $10,000 investment into $155,900.

But CBD company Green Growth Brands made that look like small change…
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By delivering peak gains to early investors of 6,300%...

Enough to turn $10,000 into $640,000.

One Thing Driving the Astronomical Growth of the CBD
Market Is the Increasing Variety of Products.

CBD isn’t just in oils and tinctures anymore…

It’s now in everything from facial scrubs to sunscreen to shampoo to foot balm.

But I believe the beverage industry is where the biggest fortunes will be made bar
none.

That’s why Molson Coors and HEXO, a Canadian cannabis company, are developing
a line of CBD drinks.

So is their rival Anheuser-Busch, makers of Budweiser. 

They’ve partnered with cannabis producer Tilray to launch CBD drinks as well.

Sales in the CBD beverage sector alone reached $86 million in 2018, but things were
just getting started.

By 2023, they’re expected to soar to $1.4 billion.

Folks, that’s 1,528% growth in just five years.
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And that’s the spectacular growth this tiny CBD sparkling water company could tap
into.

There’s never been anything like this before.

You have a chance to get early private shares in this exciting CBD company – at the
same low price venture capitalists can get in at.

And let me be clear…

A Small Stake in This CBD Startup Could Explode by a
Multiple of 35 Times… and Give You the Biggest

Windfall of Your Life.

Of course, I never recommend “betting the farm” or using your retirement savings on a
single company, especially a startup that carries risk.

But that’s what makes this opportunity so great.

You don’t need to invest a lot to make a lot.

In a moment, I’m going to give you full details on this private deal recommendation.

But first, let me share an exciting new development about this tiny CBD company…

One that – as crazy as this sounds – could spell up to $100 million in revenue for them
in the next 24 to 36 months…
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And even put them on the path for unicorn status.

Just in case you’re not familiar with unicorn status…

A unicorn is the crème de la crème of the private investment world. 

It’s a company with a valuation of a billion dollars or more.

Only the most celebrated companies ever make it to this vaunted status.

Companies like Uber… Airbnb… and SpaceX. 

All of those are private companies that started with nothing… and are worth over a
billion dollars today.

When Startups Go from Obscurity to Being Worth
Billions of Dollars… the Earliest Private Investors

Can Transform Even a Small Amount of Money – into
Millions.

Look at what happened with Allbirds, the maker of the “world’s most comfortable
shoes.”

Early investors struck gold with 18,150% gains.

An investment as small as $10,000 transformed into as much as $1.8 million.
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And I’m sure you’ve heard of the TV-streaming company Roku.

It’s jumped 48,481% since its startup days.

A $10,000 investment could have delivered a $4.8 million windfall.

Early investors in software company MuleSoft did even better.

Their investment had soared 69,049% when it was acquired by Salesforce.

That kind of gain has the power to turn a modest $10,000 stake into an eye-popping
$6.9 million.
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Of course, these kinds of windfalls are rare and extraordinary.

But I Believe This CBD Beverage Company Could Join
Those Ranks… Perhaps Quicker Than Any Beverage

Company in History.

And it could all be thanks to this potential distribution deal in the works right now.

Because it doesn’t matter how great their water is…

If nobody can find it… nobody will buy it.

Well, they are close to locking up an agreement that would pretty much assure their
CBD water will not only be found…

But be front and center in nearly every major retail grocery store in America.

Remember that I was just telling you about LaCroix – America’s best-selling sparkling
water?

Well, this tiny CBD company is in negotiations with LaCroix’s exclusive
distributor as we speak.

The agreement would put this tiny firm’s CBD sparkling water on LaCroix’s own trucks
for distribution across Canada.

You simply can’t get better exposure than that…

I’m talking about Vancouver to Toronto to Montreal and everywhere in between.

This could be huge for this tiny company.

The recent passage of Canada 2.0 has made Canada the first country to legalize CBD
beverages.

So there’s nothing keeping this CBD sparkling water from potentially sitting on the
same shelves as LaCroix in Walmarts, Targets, GNCs, and large grocery-store chains
across that nation.

This tiny company is also talking to high-end exercise chains, boutique hotels, and
luxury day spas…

And they landed a contract with Waldorf Astoria Group to put its CBD beverage in its
beach resort hotels.
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There’s even talks of expanding into Europe.

In fact, they are scheduling talks with retailers in London and Prague in 2020 to get
their CBD beverages on store shelves across the continent.

I Believe This Unique Beverage Company Won’t
Stop Until Their CBD Sparkling Waters Cover the

Globe.

As I mentioned from the start…

I was brought to the National Institute for Cannabis Investors by founder Mike Ward.

I’ve spent 25 years in capital markets, including six years at legendary investment firm
PIMCO which manages $1.22 trillion in assets.

And for the last 10 years, I’ve been focused on managing investments for clients with
high net worth…

Digging deep and finding lucrative deals for wealthy and sophisticated investors.

So when it comes to understanding the ins and outs of startups, I know my stuff.

But as the head of Private Cannabis Ventures I was given two very specific
mandates…

1. Pinpoint the most lucrative private cannabis deals…

2. Then examine them up, down, and sideways – to be sure they are potential
moneymakers.

After finding this CBD beverage company… the first thing I did was compile tons of
research.

I studied their distribution plans… analyzed their marketing strategy… and pored
through their financials with a fine-toothed comb.

Private companies aren’t required to document everything like publicly traded
companies are…

But I know how to read between the lines with these startups.

And Everything I Saw Excited Me Right from the Start.
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The second thing I did was hop on a plane to meet the entire executive team in
Vancouver where they were working on a Canadian distribution agreement.

Because when it comes to private deals, I have a rule…

The jockey is more important than the horse.

In other words, it doesn’t matter how good the product is.

If it doesn’t have the right management team behind it, it’s doomed to fail.

Here’s what I found.

The President Is a Seriously Talented Businesswoman.

Several years ago, she launched an online clothing boutique selling high-end items
such as Louis Vuitton, Gucci, and other brands at a significant discount.

She utilized social media – specifically Instagram – to create a huge following…

And a lot of buzz.

She built this online retail business from the ground up – doubling revenues nearly
every year.

It has made multiple millions of dollars.

Now, She’s Using the Same Tactics for Her CBD
Beverage Company.

Her move into the CBD market is truly inspirational.

You see, her mother suffers from bipolar disorder.

It’s a condition that causes her to have sleep deprivation and manic episodes.

Things were bleak until her mother started taking CBD oil. It changed everything.

The CBD allowed her to sleep peacefully through the night. And her manic attacks
have disappeared. 

Needless to say, it’s been a huge relief for the family – and a huge inspiration for this
company’s president.
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She became convinced CBD could be a powerful health elixir that could also taste
good.

So she worked with her management team and some of the most advanced
biochemists in the industry to perfect the CBD beverage.

And then she started to build a social media presence…

Adding more than 30,000 followers to the company’s Instagram page in less than a
year.

But the president isn’t the only one driving the success of this blockbuster company in
the making…

The CEO Is a Private Equity Mastermind Who Has Led
Three Startups to Successful Exits.

His main area of expertise is consumer product distribution…

Which is the perfect specialty skill when it comes to getting a CBD sparkling water on
shelves across America.

His marketing and logistics experience…

Along with his impressive network of consumer-goods industry connections…

Could propel this tiny CBD startup to a gigantic market share.

The CMO Is an A-Level Branding Expert.

In fact, during her 20-year career, she was instrumental in building brands for some of
the most successful companies in history…

I’m talking about Hard Rock Casino, Nike, Target, and Foot Locker.

That’s a heck of a resume.

Working for all these heavy hitters has also helped her build up a network of top
celebrities – and boy, that’s going to pay dividends for this CBD firm. 

As I mentioned earlier, they could be on the verge of a major announcement.

More on that in a minute. 
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But first, let me be clear about something…

This Company Is Not Looking to Be a One-Hit Wonder.

Their CBD sparkling water is product number one… but it’s not the only one.

In fact, they’re creating an entire line of CBD beverages, a drink for every
demographic.

One soon-to-be-launched product contains twice the CBD – along with the essence of
fruit, vegetables, and herbs – to give athletes the nutritional support they need for high
performance. 

Another one targets the enormous Baby Boomer market – which is 76 million strong –
with a drink containing CBD and vitamins that promote healthy aging. 

Another one is an energy shot that can help college students pull all-nighters while
cramming for exams. 

Each product contains powerful nanoparticles of CBD that come from the hemp plant.

We Believe This Tiny Startup Has a Real Shot to Go
from $23 Million to a $700 Million Valuation by 2022.

No one has a crystal ball to predict the growth of this startup. But I believe it could be
the hottest company in the CBD market soon.

Listen, this tiny company is sitting right in the middle of the three biggest grassroots
movements in America right now.

And each one is turning early investors into millionaires.

I already told you about CBD.

I already told you about sparkling water.

So what’s the third big marketing trend?

It’s the plant-based food craze sweeping the country.

By now, I’m sure you’ve heard of Beyond Meat.

Since this company started selling its plant-based burger in 2016, sales have
increased fivefold – and are expected to reach a record $210 million in 2019.
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Its Beyond Burgers are sold in 17,000 grocery stores and 12,000 eateries – including
Burger King and McDonald's.

They’re everywhere.

And this meteoric rise in popularity sent the company’s valuation soaring 524,900% to
a peak valuation of $14.7 billion. 

Early investors made a fortune.

And that’s just one example of a plant-based product hitting the consumer jackpot.

The popularity of these healthy alternatives to meat, dairy, and sugary drinks like soda
is through the roof.

The plant-based market has grown from $9.8 billion in 2017 to about $11.16 billion in
2018.

It’s expected to nearly double to $20.25 billion by 2025.

And that could push the sales of this sparkling water beverage – with its plant-based,
hemp-derived CBD – right into orbit.

So Let’s Get Down to the Nitty Gritty –
How Can You Make Money on This?

Right now, the company is looking to raise $10 million.
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After this capital raise, this CBD company will be sitting at a $23 million valuation.

But my research suggests it won’t stay there for long.

By 2022, the company expects to capture 7% of the CBD beverage market – and
bring in $100 million in sales...

Increasing their valuation by a multiple of about 35 times to $700 million.

With a product of this quality that appeals to three major market trends, making that
sales goal should be a cake walk.

They’d only have to ship around 37 million cans of their CBD sparkling water per year,
which is practically nothing.

After all, there are around 200 million adults in the United States.

If a mere half of 1% of Americans drink one can of this CBD sparkling water once per
week…

The company would see unit shipments of 52 million – which is well in excess of the
37 million projection.

That could shoot sales even higher to $140.4 million.

But let’s keep it conservative. Let’s say they just reach the projected $100 million in
sales…
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Your Investment in This Cannabis Startup Could
Explode by a Multiple of 35 Times… and Give You the

Biggest Windfall of Your Life.

Let’s say you invest just $5,000…

Which is the minimum investment amount for this deal opportunity.

Within just three years, your $5,000 could turn into $175,000.

That’s enough money to put your kid through four years of an Ivy League college.

If you invest $10,000…

You could end up with a $350,000 windfall.
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And if you put in $20,000…

You could walk away with an extra $700,000 in your bank account.

But this could be even bigger than that.

Remember, this tiny CBD beverage could be weeks away from seeing their CBD
sparkling water in 2,262 Albertsons stores around the country.

This rollout could coincide with a big announcement about a high-profile celebrity
endorsement.
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In Fact, They’re in Talks Right Now with Not Just
One… but a Handful of A-Listers Who Have Achieved

Superstar Status.

I’m talking about household names.

If I were to give you even the smallest hint, you would know who I’m talking about.

Having a megastar talking about this CBD company on social media – and perhaps
doing TV commercials, radio ads, and even infomercials – could set this CBD brand
on fire.

And skyrocket sales.

Look at what happened when Nike signed on Michael Jordan.

He helped catapult the company from $158 million into billion-dollar revenue during his
NBA career.

The mattress company Casper is another example.

Before it came on the scene, most retailers considered it impossible to sell mattresses
without an expensive store infrastructure where potential customers could try the
mattresses.

Those naysayers didn’t take social media into account.

Casper hired celebrity influencers, including Kylie Jenner from Keeping Up with the
Kardashians, to have “unboxings” on social media showing the celebrity taking the
mattress out of its shipping box and trying it out.

Sales went into orbit, and the company rocketed in growth.

Casper now has a valuation above $1 billion and has several competitors copying its
business model.

This Is the Kind of Brand-Boosting Power a Celebrity
Can Bring to the Table.

In fact, it’s already been proven to work wonders in the health beverage industry these
guys are tapping into…

I’m talking about a company called Bai Brands.
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They hired A-List star Justin Timberlake to be their “taster-in-chief.”

And he instantly gave them a huge boost…

Helping to skyrocket revenues by 939.5% in just four years.

Make no mistake: Just the mere announcement of this CBD company’s celebrity
endorsement can put them in a unicorn-in-the-making category.

And that means you have the potential to rake in hundreds of thousands – if not
millions – of dollars.

Here’s how it works…

Private Shareholders Will Have Two Main Ways They
Can Cash Out…

Of course, there’s always the strong possibility a huge venture capital firm such as
Andreessen Horowitz or Benchmark Capital could swoop in and buy your shares from
you…

So that’s one way you can cash out… if you’re willing to part with your shares.

But the really big money for private shareholders comes if the tiny CBD beverage
company either IPOs…

Or gets bought out.

Either way, you could make a fortune.

Let’s look at both scenarios…

When a Company Goes Public, Private Investors
Can See Gains of 1,000%... 4,000%... or Even as High

as a Rare and Exceptional 323,800%.

Now I must tell you, rare gains like these are not often seen by private investors and
folks like you. And investing does involve risk of loss. Investments can and do lose
money.

But if our research into these deals is any indication of how much money investors
could make…
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A big IPO – or initial public offering – could be the ticket to enormous windfalls for
private investors.

Excitement about a successful company going public can drive shares up to the
stratosphere.

For example, when cannabis company HEXO was still a startup, people were able to
get in at just $1.25 a share.

Fast-forward to their peak gain after the company’s IPO…

And investors could have banked a windfall of 803%.

That could have turned a $10,000 investment into $80,300.

Then there’s Tilray. Investors got shares for just $7.10 each when it was a private
startup.

Folks that put in just $10,000 could cash out to a peak gain of $412,000 after it went
public.
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That’s a 4,020% return on their investment.

But an even better example of the millionaire-making power of private investing is
Aurora Cannabis.

They did a private offering for just five cents a share.

Since going public, their stock has been as high as $16.24.

If you put in $10,000 when they were still private, your money could have grown a rare
and exceptional 32,380%...

And you could have walked away with as much as $3.2 million.
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So that’s what an IPO looks like…

A buyout can be just as lucrative.

If the CBD Company Is Bought Out by a Major
Beverage Company, You Could Cash Out Very

Quickly… and See Gains as High as a Rare 6,400%.

Don’t get me wrong…

This CBD company has every intention to go public.

But there’s a chance it could be acquired before it reaches that point.

It all goes back to the decline in the soda industry I mentioned earlier.

Companies like Coca-Cola and PepsiCo are trying to make up for their dwindling
market share by snatching up profitable, up-and-coming private beverage
companies…

Very much like the tiny CBD startup I’ve been telling you about.

And when they do, early investors can make out like bandits.

For example, when Coca-Cola acquired Topo Chico in 2017, it had already seen
75.7% growth in revenues.
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Coca-Cola ended up paying $220 million – which was three times the company’s
sales. 

When Dr. Pepper Snapple Group snatched up Bai Brands, they paid $1.7 billion – a
multiple 7.4 times the company’s then-current revenue.

And private investors raked in a 1,216% windfall.

If you had invested $10,000 in Bai Brands’ early days as a private company, you
could have been $131,600 richer.

And look at what happened when PepsiCo acquired KeVita, a maker of “probiotic”
beverages. PepsiCo paid about $260 million – a multiple of 2.5 times the company’s
sales at the time.

Early private investors could have turned $10,000 into $650,000.
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If this tiny CBD startup were to land a buyout deal as lucrative as one of these, your
original investment could go through the stratosphere.

But Time Is Short, So You Need to Act Now.

This capital raise is only open to the public until December 27.

But there’s one thing you should know…

Private investments are not all structured the same.

Sometimes, we’re able to share the details on a private opportunity that’s open to
everyone – regardless of income level or net worth.

Other times, these early-round capital raises have some specific criteria for
participating.

That’s the case with this CBD beverage company.

Folks need to be accredited investors. That simply means you must have income
exceeding $200,000 – or $300,000 when combined with your spouse. Or you must
have a net worth greater than $1 million – excluding your primary residence.

The other thing to note: There’s a $5,000 minimum investment requirement – which is
pretty modest considering this incredible deal recommendation – and the chance to be
on the ground floor in such an early round.
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All Told, This Is a Once-in-a-Lifetime Chance to
Increase Your Stake 35-Fold Right from the

Beginning…

And turn every $5,000 stake into $175,000.

Every $10,000… into $350,000.

Every $20,000… into $700,000.

And as amazing as this opportunity is…

Think about this…

What if you could access deals like this four… five... six times a year?

That’s what I want to talk about now.

The cannabis sector is growing faster than any other industry in the world.

It’s projected to grow from $10.8 billion to over $1 trillion.

And as more and more states legalize, thousands of entrepreneurs launch new
startups.

Since we’re the number-one resource for information on these companies, hundreds
of cannabis investors look to us.
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And we know that only a small number of these deals have the potential to be
blockbuster, multibillion-dollar companies.

We want to make sure we get the details of those few, top-tier deal recommendations
in front of a group of our readers.

Because we know…

These kinds of companies are the only way to turn a small stake into potentially
millions of dollars.

Our Mission Here at the National Institute for Cannabis
Investors Is to Show Average Folks New Ways to Tap

into the Unbelievable Growth in This Industry.

That’s why we’ve created a special research service.

It’s called the Cannabis Venture Syndicate.

We’re gathering a small group of members together and giving them all the research
and information they need for their chance to invest in at least four to six private
cannabis companies every year…

Starting with this tiny CBD sparkling water company I told you about here today.

Because without a doubt, the biggest returns can come from this kind of early-stage
investing.

And let’s face it… 99.9% of the people out there NEVER get these kinds of private
investment opportunities.

They are normally only reserved for those with the connections… or the million-dollar
bank accounts…

Those “in the know.”

With the Cannabis Venture Syndicate, you can now learn how to become one of
those people.

Our extensive group of insiders and research experts with widespread ties to
the cannabis industry include:
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Venture capitalist Danny Brody who has generated more than $2.2 billion in new
wealth for investors with his cannabis deals...

John Vardaman, a former senior lawyer with the Department of Justice who served
under both Presidents Bush and Obama and who is actively involved with issues
concerning cannabis.

And Dr. Avtar Dhillon, the chairman of the Canada Cannabis Association and former
CEO of Inovio Pharmaceuticals.

These folks have some of the most extensive cannabis Rolodexes on the planet. And
through their connections… they have the opportunity to deliver some of the most
powerful deals on the planet.

It all comes down to one word: ACCESS!

The Cannabis Venture Syndicate Gives People
Interested in Uncovering Special Private Offerings –

but Who Don’t Have Connections – ACCESS to the
Details on These Kinds of Opportunities ALL YEAR

LONG!

Each opportunity that goes through the Cannabis Venture Syndicate is thoroughly
researched before we pick what we believe to be the most promising ones to present
to you.
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We talk to their management team.

We analyze their financials and cash flow.

We do revenue and valuation growth projections.

We basically go through the company with a fine-toothed comb.

And because we do not invest personally, we can provide totally unbiased research on
every deal opportunity we show you.

Our Team of Experts Breaks Everything Down for
You… So You’ll Have Everything You Need to Decide If

This Opportunity Is the Deal for You.

Whenever our team finds a deal – like the CBD beverage company you can buy
shares in today – the first thing you’re going to get is a company Pitch Deck.

A Pitch Deck is just a presentation that lays out the company’s case to potential
investors.

A good Pitch Deck tells a compelling story…

It lays out what the company does...
Who is on their team...
And why they believe they’re going to deliver a huge return for investors.

You’ll get a Pitch Deck of our research and analysis with every deal recommendation
we send you. However, it’s just the starting point.

You also get a comprehensive Due Diligence Package.

This is where we break down the numbers for you.

We explain their cash flow and burn rate.

We present our projections on revenue and valuation.

And we give you a thorough analysis of their competition.

Going through this Due Diligence Package, you’ll
understand the company and why we project it could
return 2,000%... 5,000%... even 10,000% or more.
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Plus, we write up a deal memo for you.

This memo basically lays out all the details for the opportunity
– to give you a clear picture of why you should invest… or not.

Basically, you get what the company does and why they’re
different…

The terms of the deal recommendation…

Their competition…

Why we believe this particular team does or doesn’t have
the ability to make the company successful…

The key risks and potential roadblocks we see…

And what has to go right for the company to return 10, 50, or 100 times your
money.

Along with the Pitch Deck, the Due Diligence Package, and the Deal Memo,
you’ll also get a Terms Sheet in every deal recommendation.

This is a very short document that lays out the exact terms of
the deal.

It has the share price, the current valuation, and all of the
research and analysis.

And it gives you contact information for the company who will
provide you with all of the detailed information.

Once you read and understand the deal recommendations
and decide if the opportunity is right for you, we’ll give you the
step-by-step instructions you need to move forward from
there.

Cannabis Venture Syndicate Doesn’t Only
Present Details on These Potentially Millionaire-

Making Opportunities… but We Also Stay with You
Every Step of the Way.

To show you how to succeed as a private cannabis investor, we also give you…
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A monthly investing update that covers all the important
developments going on with the deal opportunities we’ve
recommended to readers – including increases in valuation and
our thoughts on their exit potential.

Special email alerts every time there’s a major development.

Membership to the Cannabis Venture
Mastermind that allows you to create forums
with fellow members where you can discuss all
the deal recommendations available and share
more private-deal opportunities with each other.
An invitation to the annual National Institute for Cannabis
Investors Retreat where you can participate in a live
Mastermind meeting just for Cannabis Venture Syndicate
subscribers – and get to hear live, in-person pitches from startup
founders.

And the Private Investing Primer which gives you the 12 most
important lessons you need to know so you can start investing in private
companies.

The Cannabis Venture Syndicate Gives You the
Research You Need to Turn a Small Stake into

Potential Millions.

Today is your chance to be a part of something truly special.

A chance to join our network of cannabis insiders… and get our fully-vetted research
on up to six private deal opportunities…

All with the potential to turn small stakes into life-changing gains.

It all starts with the tiny CBD sparkling water company I’ve told you about today.

I am extremely excited about this company.

They are on the verge of having their beverage in over 2,000 Albertsons stores around
the U.S.

They also could soon make a big announcement regarding a celebrity sponsorship
that could make them a household name. 
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At 50 Cents a Share, Your Ground-Floor Investment
Could Make You Life-Changing Returns within a Year

or Two – Maybe Even Sooner!

Possibly even give you a seven-figure return.

All you have to do is complete the order form below.

As soon as you become a member of the Cannabis Venture Syndicate, I will send
you this company’s Pitch Deck… as well as our comprehensive Due Diligence report
and proprietary research.

You’ll learn every detail about this company… no stone will be left unturned…

From market valuation to revenue projections… to profit projections.

You’ll also get full contact information so you can speak to the company directly.

Folks, This Is the Chance of a Lifetime to Get on the
Ground Floor of a Startup That Could Soon Have Their

CBD Beverage in Every Retail Store in America.

As I mentioned, this CBD beverage deal is limited to accredited investors only.

But you DON’T have to be accredited to subscribe to Cannabis Venture Syndicate.

We will have details and research on opportunities for everyone…

And we are going to make it easy for as many people as possible to subscribe.

The normal annual retail price to subscribe to the Cannabis Venture Syndicate
research service is only $6,950.

When you consider that sharing the details on just one big winning private deal could
show you how to become a millionaire, that price is a bargain.

But you don’t have to pay $6,950 to become a member today.

You won’t even have to pay $4,950.

We want to make it possible for ordinary folks to get in-depth analysis on extraordinary
deals like this. So we’ve made the annual fee affordable…
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You Can Subscribe to the Cannabis Venture Syndicate
Today for the Deeply Discounted Price of Just

$3,950...

And get TWO things you need to be a successful angel investor:

Advance notice of potentially lucrative private capital raises…

And the research necessary to make an informed decision about investing.

At The Institute, we have the ability to analyze hundreds of these deals per year, down
to the tiniest detail, and only recommend what we believe are the best of the best to
our subscribers.

You won’t find this level of research and analysis on these opportunities anywhere
else. 

So the decision should be an easy one.

Once You Start Seeing the Kinds of Returns That Can
Be Available to Private Investors, You’ll Never Be the

Same Again.

You’ve been briefed on the CBD beverage company that’s on track to grab a large
share of the market – and possibly become the next millionaire-maker in the cannabis
industry.

You’ve also seen some of the gains private investors have scored in the past…

The $10,000 stake in Tilray that peaked at $412,000…

The $10,000 investment in Canopy Growth’s first private offering that peaked at $1.5
million…

And the $10,000 stake in Cronos that peaked at $28 million.

Rare and extraordinary? Yes.

But without starting your own business, there’s really no other way to see that kind of
wealth.
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This CBD Beverage Company Deal I’ve Shared Details
on Today Could Deliver Those Kinds of Returns, but

You Need to Act Fast.

The deal opportunity closes December 27…

So you need to act now. Or you will lose your chance at this incredible opportunity
forever.

Please don’t wait another moment.

Just complete the order form below. 

Or if you prefer, you can ask any question about this service by calling 1-866-298-
7257 to speak to our Venture Syndicate Concierge.

When you subscribe to this research service for the deeply discounted price of $3,950,
you can get access to our deal recommendation for this ground-floor opportunity in the
emerging CBD beverage industry…

And receive four to six additional deal recommendations per year for opportunities that
have the power to change your life.

I don’t know if we will ever be able to offer a Cannabis Venture Syndicate
subscription again at such a bargain price.

So take a moment to respond to this offer now.

Don Yocham
Head of Private Cannabis Ventures at the National Institute for Cannabis Investors

April 2020




